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Antitrust/Licensing
Licensing at the Crossroads of Antitrust and
Intellectual Property: Choosing the Right Road
By Yee Wah Chin and Kathryn E. Walsh

I

t may come as a surprise to some that there are so
many ways of violating the antitrust laws:
• Granting an exclusive license. There may be two types
of antitrust concerns here. First, if the licensee has a
portfolio of similar licenses, the exclusive license can
result in the licensee’s gaining a dominant market
position. Second, if it is an exclusive license that is
worth more than $50 million, counsel should evaluate whether it needs to be reported under the
Hart-Scott-Rodino Act as an acquisition by the
licensee.
• Acquiring from others patents concentrated in one field.
The acquisition, non-use, and vigorous enforcement of patents with the intent to exclude competition may bring antitrust exposure.
• Granting a cross-license. The reasons for the crosslicense are central to the question of antitrust exposure.
• Granting a license, but only if another patent is licensed or
another good or service is purchased by the licensee as part
of the transaction. The tying of one license to another license, good or service may constitute an
antitrust violation.
• An exclusive grant back when the licensee cannot license
the improvements to others. Counsel should carefully
consider the scope of an exclusive grant back.
• Restricting the terms under which a licensee sells products
produced under license. Resale restrictions, particularly
those that relate to price, can create exposure under
the antitrust laws.
• Granting multiple licenses and allowing the licensees to
have a say in who else gets a license for the technology. A
network of licenses that gives licensees the power to
determine who else receives a license creates significant risk of a cartel among licensees facilitated by
the licensor.
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• Participating in a patent pool. The purpose, scope, and
administration of the pool and processes to limit the
flow of competitive data among pool members are
important factors in an antitrust risk analysis.
This article reviews the general principles in the
antitrust analysis of licenses of intellectual property rights
and applies those principles to these situations, as well as
to some other common types of licenses and license
restrictions, in the context of practical counseling.
Overview
Historically, the view has been that there is an inherent conflict between intellectual property rights laws
that grant “monopolies” and the antitrust laws that prohibit monopoly.An intellectual property right (IPR) was
assumed to confer upon the holder some monopoly.
More recently, the IPR laws and the antitrust laws are
increasingly viewed as complementary: Both value innovation, competition, and consumer welfare.The prevailing view is that the IPR laws do not necessarily confer
monopolies but only the right to exclude others from
the areas covered by the IPR. In actuality, most patents
are never put into practice and do not convey any market power at all. Intellectual property rights are considered to be a form of personal property rights.When the
holder of an IPR tries to extend its market power
beyond the scope of the IPR, antitrust laws apply.
Antitrust analysis of transactions involving IPR is
highly fact-specific, and counsel should analyze each
scenario for antitrust risk. This is true even if no risks
are immediately apparent or if a current transaction
seems very similar to a past deal that had little risk.
General Principles
Licenses of intellectual property rights are generally
considered pro-competitive. They often enable the
licensor to exploit technology that the licensor controls
but may not have the ability to develop or market, and
provide the licensee with access to technology that it
otherwise might not have but could bring to market
with its financing, manufacturing, and marketing capabilities. The Antitrust Division of the Department of
Justice (DOJ) and the Federal Trade Commission
(FTC) recognized in their 1995 Antitrust Guidelines
for the Licensing of Intellectual Property (IP
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Guidelines)1 that licenses might afford efficient
exploitation of IPR and enable complements to come
together to the benefit of consumers by lowering costs
and speeding the introduction of new products and
services.Therefore, the basic antitrust test for licenses is
the rule of reason.
The enforcement agencies have also cautioned that
the licenses must involve substantial IPR, however.The
issue is whether the IPR is sufficiently substantial to be
licensed and subject to any ancillary restraints contained
in the license.The IPR that is the subject of the license
must not be a pretext for an agreement that is in substance a restraint of trade. Thus, for example, in United
States v. Pilkington plc,2 the Antitrust Division investigated and obtained a consent decree settling allegations
that the licenses there related to expired patents and
trade secrets for the manufacture of flat glass and were
but pretexts for allocating the worldwide market
among competitors, preventing the use of competing
technology and consolidating control of new technology through the use of grant-back obligations.
Counsel should closely scrutinize licenses among
competitors to ensure that they do not enable competitors to allocate the market or limit output. Such “horizontal” market agreements are per se illegal. For
example, in United States v. The MathWorks, Inc.,3
MathWorks, Inc., and Wind River Systems, Inc., competed in the development and sale of software used by
aerospace and automotive manufacturers to design and
test dynamic control systems.They entered into agreements that gave MathWorks the exclusive worldwide
right to price and sell Wind River’s MATRIXx product for two years, transferred the customer support of
MATRIXx to MathWorks, required Wind River to
stop developing MATRIXx, and gave MathWorks the
option to acquire MATRIXx in two years. The
Department of Justice alleged that these agreements
were per se illegal in that they allocated markets and
fixed prices in violation of Section 1 of the Sherman
Act. The agreements also allegedly unreasonably
reduced competition by eliminating Wind River from
the market.The government obtained the divestiture of
MATRIXx to restore competition.4
Particular types of licenses may require more scrutiny than others, particular types of licensor-licensee
combinations may need more review, and the relationships of the intellectual property rights involved could
require careful consideration if more than one intellectual property is involved. Certain types of restrictions in
licenses also need extra care.
One court has seemingly endorsed the position that
a patent holder can impose onerous license conditions,
such as mandatory cross-licenses and resolution of outVolume 21 • Number 9 • September 2004

standing litigation, without antitrust exposure because a
patent holder can after all refuse to license at all on any
terms.5 Nevertheless, the more prudent approach in
counseling would be to view the position that license
restrictions can all be justified by the simple existence of
the IPR being licensed, as being “no more correct than
the proposition that use of one’s personal property, such
as a baseball bat, cannot give rise to tort liability.”6
It is rare that trademark licenses raise the types of
issues often seen with patent and copyright licenses. In
one case, however, the Federal Trade Commission
alleged that the parties to a trademark license agreement used the license as part of an agreement to allocate the world market in microcrystalline cellulose, and
obtained a consent order.7
Guidelines
Consistent with the current view of IPR and
antitrust, the Antitrust Division of the Department of
Justice and the Federal Trade Commission in 1995
issued the IP Guidelines. These, and other guidelines
issued by the federal antitrust enforcement agencies,
provide good road maps to counseling.
The IP Guidelines apply to patent and copyright
licenses, not to trademark licenses, which often have
different competition implications. They outline the
approach of the federal antitrust agencies in this area
and apply to patent and copyright licenses the same
antitrust principles used to analyze conduct relating to
any other type of personal property.
In their guidelines, the agencies define not only traditional products and services markets that may be relevant in antitrust analyses8 but also technology and
innovation markets. “Technology markets” are markets
in which companies compete in the licensing of intellectual property.
Technology markets consist of the intellectual
property that is licensed (the “licensed technology”)
and its close substitutes—that is, the technologies or
goods that are close enough substitutes significantly to constrain the exercise of market power with
respect to the intellectual property that is licensed.
When rights to intellectual property are marketed separately from the products in which they are
used, the Agencies may rely on technology markets
to analyze . . . competitive effects. . . .9
“Innovation markets,” sometimes called research and
development or R&D markets, are defined by the agencies as markets in which firms compete in research and
development.They explain in the IP Guidelines:
A licensing arrangement may have competitive
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effects on innovation that cannot be adequately
addressed through the analysis of goods or technology markets. For example, the arrangement may
affect the development of goods that do not yet
exist. Alternatively the arrangement may affect the
development of new or improved goods or processes in geographic markets where there is no actual or
likely potential competition in the relevant goods.10
With respect to restrictive terms in licenses, the IP
Guidelines provide a safety zone. The federal antitrust
authorities will not challenge a restriction if it is not
“facially anticompetitive” and therefore per se violative
of the antitrust laws. Examples of this include price fixing and either (1) the parties collectively hold less than
20 percent of each of the markets that are affected by
the restriction or (2) when the meaningful market share
data is not available, there are at least four other independent competitors in the technology or innovation
markets involved.
The 2000 Antitrust Guidelines for Collaborations
among Competitors11 cover collaborations generally,
including those based on IPR and research and development. These guidelines provide a safe harbor when
the innovation market involved has at least three independent competitors with the specialized assets or characteristics and the incentives to engage in R&D that is
alternative to that of the collaboration.
Note that the guidelines are only indicators of the
position of the federal enforcement agencies.12 They are
also not binding but only persuasive on the courts.
There are other sources of antitrust challenges, such as
private parties and state attorneys general, who may not
agree with the approach of the guidelines. While the
guidelines are generally consistent with the case precedents, there are some areas in which the guidelines take
a different view of licenses than the judicial precedents
might justify. Nonetheless, the various guidelines provide a good basis for analysis and counseling.
Key Questions
As in most antitrust counseling, the required analysis
is fact-specific.The substance of the transaction, and not
the form or the parties’ labeling, is key. Therefore, in
counseling clients regarding the antitrust pitfalls in
licensing intellectual property rights, there are several
key factual questions.The application of antitrust principles to the answers to these questions will determine
the appropriate antitrust advice.
The first area to review is the business context of the
transaction and the business reasons for the deal. What
is the current relationship of the parties? Are they actual or potential competitors in the area of the license, or
10 • The Computer & Internet Lawyer

do they hold competing technology? If the parties are
actual or potential competitors, then the prospective
licensee may already have technology that competes
with or substitutes for the technology that is being
licensed.A license between firms with competing technology, of some of that technology, would be considered horizontal. A license that is considered a horizontal arrangement requires closer scrutiny than a vertical
arrangement between parties on different levels of a
distribution chain. Counsel should closely review a
horizontal agreement to determine whether there is an
impermissible restraint between competitors.
If the licensee lacks the capability that the license
will provide, then the license is considered a vertical
license between supplier and buyer and will generally
be subject to more lenient examination, even if the parties will be competing in the area of the license.There
is much less concern about anticompetitive effects
resulting from licenses that do not interfere with competition and that would probably have taken place
absent the license.Vertical licenses generally would not
affect any competition that would have existed absent
the license. In vertical licenses, the concerns are that the
license may foreclose access to a necessary input or a
distribution channel, raise rivals’ costs, or may facilitate
coordination among competitors.
When the parties have technologies that are blocking, so that one party cannot exploit its technology
without infringing on the rights of the other party, the
technologies are often competing.Yet each of the technologies may provide a capability that the other lacks.
An agreement between the parties has both horizontal
and vertical features. A key factor to consider would be
whether the license is necessary to resolve a technology impasse and has only the scope needed for that resolution, or whether it is a pretext for an allocation of
market between competitors.
Another way of looking at the issue is to consider
whether a licensee would need all the IPR involved in
order to be technically, economically, and/or legally
viable. The parties may need a package license of basic
and improvement patents held by different entities to
ensure the viability of a state-of-the-art product. Access
to only one of several blocking or complementary
patents will not enable the holder to exploit the technology.When there is such a clear business need for the
license, there is less likelihood of antitrust issues arising
from the grant of the license. On the other hand, if the
business reason for the license is to avoid ruinous competition or stabilize the market, antitrust questions are
more likely.
Therefore, what is the arrangement that the parties
are contemplating? What are the business goals that they
Volume 21 • Number 9 • September 2004
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are seeking to achieve by this arrangement, and how
will the arrangement help them achieve those goals?
How do the parties contemplate the relationship actually working? The nature of the IPR involved, and the
relationships among the IPRs, if more than one IPR is
involved, are important, along with the business reasons
for including the particular IPRs in the license. In
answering these questions, the parties should review the
record. For example, what do the memoranda,
PowerPoint presentations, and emails of the business
persons involved in the transaction indicate?
Once the parties have considered these questions,
there is a context in which to analyze the situation. In
particular, the business needs for the arrangement and
its terms may help demonstrate the reasonableness of
the transaction.
The bottom line is the competitive impact of the
proposed transaction. Who are the competitors that
may be affected by the deal? Are the parties actual or
potential competitors without the license relationship?
Would the deal result in the elimination of an actual or
potential competitor as an independent market participant, or would any market participant be excluded or
handicapped as a result? What might be the impact on
prices and outputs in the markets involved in the transaction? What might be the impact on incentives to
innovate? What might happen to the next generation
of products? Who are developing the next generation
of products, and what might be the impact of the
license on their ability or motivation to continue
development of the next generation? What might be
the impact on the parties’ market positions? Might the
license help entrench an already dominant market
player? Would the relationship create opportunities for
collusion?
In answering these questions, it is useful to identify
the markets that the transaction may affect.What products, services, or geographic areas will the transaction
involve? Are we looking at technology or innovation
markets? The parties need to consider their respective
market positions. The parties should determine the
existence of competing or substitute technologies or of
potentially competing or substitute technologies to the
licensed technology. Competing or substitute technologies may mitigate any restrictive impact of the
transaction on competition. What are the barriers to
entry into any of the affected markets? If it is fairly easy
to enter into the markets, then any anticompetitive
impact of the transaction may create antitrust exposure.
Does the arrangement fall within any of the safe harbors of the guidelines? If any safe harbor applies, then
there is little cause for concern so long as the parties
monitor the situation, particularly when the parties
Volume 21 • Number 9 • September 2004

renew the license, to ensure that the license satisfies the
pre-conditions for the safe harbor.
If it appears that the proposed license may have the
potential to reduce competition significantly in some
way, such as by excluding or greatly handicapping
competitors or cutting output or raising prices, then
the parties should consider additional factors. What
efficiencies might the license accomplish that cannot
be achieved another way? If there are such efficiencies
that are substantial, then it may offset the potential anticompetitive impact of the arrangement. A practical
question is, who might complain about the transaction,
and what might they do about their complaints?
If it appears from the analysis that there are significant antitrust risks to what the parties are contemplating, then it is important to explore alternatives. In most
cases, the parties can develop a viable alternative
arrangement that could achieve the parties’ business
goals without antitrust concerns upon a closer examination of the business goals and how the parties expected the original proposed license to accomplish them.
Refusals to License, Tie-Ins,
and Package Licenses
In some instances, the very refusal to license may
raise antitrust issues. This refusal may arise in the context of a request for a license that is rejected, or it may
arise in the context of a licensor taking the position that
a particular IPR will not be licensed unless the licensee also accepts other IPRs, goods or services.
The patent law (§ 271(d)) provides specifically:
No patent owner otherwise entitled to relief . . .
shall be denied relief or deemed guilty of misuse or
illegal extension of the patent right by reason of his
having . . . (4) refused to license or use any rights to
the patent; or (5) conditioned the license of any
rights to the patent or the sale of the patented product on the acquisition of a license to rights in
another patent or purchase of a separate product,
unless, in view of the circumstances, the patent
owner has market power in the relevant market for
the patent or patented product on which the
license or sale is conditioned.13
It should be noted that § 271(d)(4) differs from the law
in some other jurisdictions, such as some parts of Europe,
which effectively requires the patent holder to use or lose
the patent. Some jurisdictions more readily accept compulsory licenses as remedies for a refusal to license.14
The antitrust laws provide that “[e]very person who
shall monopolize, or attempt to monopolize . . . shall be
deemed guilty of a felony . . . .”15 They also prohibit
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“every contract, combination . . . or conspiracy, in
restraint of trade . . .,” which in rule of reason situations
generally requires a showing of impact on the market.
The showing is often inferred from the existence of
market power.16 Therefore, in this area, the patent law
might generally reach a result that is consistent with
that under the antitrust laws.
Refusals to License
Generally,“[a] patent owner is not in the position of
a quasi-trustee for the public or under any obligation to
see that the public acquires the free right to use the
invention. He has no obligation either to use it or to
grant its use to others.”17 Therefore, even a monopolist
may refuse to license a patent. It would seem unlikely
that the essential facilities doctrine18 can be successfully
invoked in such a situation.
Moreover, the status of the essential facilities doctrine is in flux following the Supreme Court’s Trinko
decision. In that case, the court expressly refused to
endorse or repudiate the doctrine but commented that
requiring owners of an essential facility to “share their
advantage” with rivals “may lessen the incentive for the
monopolist, rival, or both to invest in those economically beneficial facilities,” compels the courts to “act as
central planners,” and compels “negotiation between
competitors [that] may facilitate . . . collusion.”19
A concerted refusal to license is suspect; it can be considered a group boycott. For example, a cross-license that
requires joint approval of the parties before any of the IPR
involved is licensed to a third party may be questionable.
In the copyright area, the Second Circuit concluded
that there may be an antitrust claim if copyright holders agree to limit licenses to third parties. In PrimeTime
24 Joint Venture v. NBC,20 a re-transmitter alleged that
major broadcast television networks, local affiliates, and
the National Association of Broadcasters not only
brought baseless infringement suits against it but also
agreed not to license future re-transmission rights to it.
A refusal to license in order to exclude potential
competitors from the marketplace may be an antitrust
violation if that exclusion extends beyond simply
excluding others from use of the IPR. In Data General
Corp. v. Grumman Systems Support Corp.,21 the court held
that copyright confers no automatic antitrust immunity for a unilateral refusal to license.That court also indicated, however, that an intent merely to exclude others
only from using the copyright is a presumptively valid
business justification for a refusal to license so that no
violation of the Sherman Act would be found.
In Image Technical Services, Inc. v. Eastman Kodak Co.,22
Kodak changed an existing policy and stopped selling
patented and unpatented parts to independent service
12 • The Computer & Internet Lawyer

organizations that repaired Kodak copier equipment in
competition with Kodak’s service business. The US
Supreme Court had held earlier that the plaintiffs could
go to trial on their claim that Kodak tied its patented
parts to its unpatented parts. The court also held that
Kodak may have market power over its installed base of
customers in the aftermarket parts area because those
customers may not be able to switch from Kodak
equipment without significant costs.23
On remand, the jury found that Kodak had used its
market power in the supply of patented parts to its
installed base of customers to obtain market position in
the supply of service and unpatented parts to those customers. The Ninth Circuit found that the patentee’s
statutory right to exclude others from the area covered
by the patent creates a rebuttable presumption of a valid
business justification for a unilateral refusal to license or
sell under the patent. The use of that right to exclude
or to extend the market power of the patent to a market beyond the scope of the patent may be monopolyleveraging and offensive to the antitrust laws, however.24
The Court of Appeals concluded that the plaintiffs had
rebutted the presumption of valid business justification
by showing that Kodak had refused to sell or license its
unpatented and uncopyrighted parts, while its patented
or copyrighted parts accounted for only a small percentage of replacement parts for its equipment.
In comparison, in In re Independent Service Organizations Antitrust Litigation,25 the Federal Circuit found that
Xerox did not violate the antitrust laws by its refusal to
sell patented replacement parts to independent service
organizations that service and repair Xerox copiers in
competition with Xerox. CSU, LLC (an independent
service organization) claimed that Xerox monopolized
the market of the service and repair of Xerox copiers.
The Federal Circuit concluded that Xerox had no obligation to sell or license its patented parts and that
Xerox’s motivation for its unilateral refusal to sell or
license its patented parts was irrelevant. It reasoned that
there should be antitrust liability only if there was illegal tying, fraud on the Patent & Trademark Office in
connection with the patent, or sham litigation to
enforce the patent. CSU did not claim that Xerox had
tied its patented parts to its unpatented parts or allege
that there was fraud on the PTO or sham litigation by
Xerox.
The court stated that, since Professional Real Estate
Investors, Inc. v. Columbia Pictures Industries, Inc.,26 protects
litigation to enforce IP rights in such situations, that
precedent also protects refusals to license. It found that
there could be no antitrust liability if the competitive
impact of the refusal to deal was in a market within the
scope of the patent.The Federal Circuit also applied the
Volume 21 • Number 9 • September 2004
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logic of Data General to copyrighted software and manuals relating to the copiers and found that Xerox’s motivation was irrelevant when there was no evidence that
the copyrights were improperly obtained or used to gain
monopoly power beyond the scope of the copyright.
The Non-Use of Acquired Patents
May Create Antitrust Risk
The analysis may be different when the refusal to
deal is accompanied by complete non-use of the IPR
by the IPR holder. The IPR is being kept out of the
marketplace entirely. In such a case, there may be a differentiation between “suppressed” IPR that the IPR
holder developed and “suppressed” IPR that the IPR
holder acquired from others. The standard of behavior
may be stricter for conduct relating to acquired technology than for internally developed technology.
When the IPR holder developed the technology
involved, the inventor is entitled to a patent if the technology was patentable, even if there was an intent not
to use or license the patent.27 A monopoly that might
result from such non-use of a patent is not an antitrust
violation. It is unlikely that an essential facilities theory
would prevail, since the IPR holder is not using the
technology at all.
On the other hand, if the IPR holder acquired the
technology that is being warehoused, a different analysis might apply.The acquisition of technology is subject
to Clayton Act Section 7 and Sherman Act Section 2,
although the mere accumulation of patents in a single
field, no matter how many, is not an antitrust violation.28 Problems may arise, however, based on the intent
of the acquirer and how the acquisition of the patents
affected competition.
For example, in Kobe, Inc. v. Dempsey Pump Co.,29 the
court found that there was acquisition, non-use, and
vigorous enforcement of “every important patent” in
the field with the intent to exclude competition. The
patent holder also obtained covenants not to compete
from the sellers of the acquired patents and widely
publicized its infringement suits enforcing its patent
portfolio. The court there found that the result was a
“complete monopoly of the business relating to
hydraulic pumps for oil wells.”
Nonetheless, even if there is suspect suppression of
acquired technology by the patent holder, the inventor
of the technology who sold it may not have antitrust
standing to challenge the subsequent suppression of the
technology.30 Even though the case did not involve IPR
but regulated telecommunications services, the reasoning of the Supreme Court in Trinko would appear to
apply to refusals to license and raise significant doubts
as to when, if ever, such a refusal may rise to the level
Volume 21 • Number 9 • September 2004

of an antitrust violation, especially in the context of 35
U.S.C. § 271(d)(4).
Tie-Ins
If a client wants to grant a license, but only if the
licensee agrees to license another patent or purchase
another good or service, use caution.The bundling of a
license with another license, good, or service can create
significant antitrust exposure.
For a tie involving a patent to be per se offensive to
the antitrust laws, the following need to be present: (1)
the patent used as the tying item has market power; (2)
in order to obtain a license on the patent, the licensee
is required to take something else from the patent holder, an entity related to the patent holder, or an entity
that will give the patent holder an economic interest in
the transaction involving the tied item; and (3) a substantial volume of the tied item is involved.31 If these
three attributes are not all present, a tie-in would not be
per se offensive to the antitrust laws but might still be
found to be an unreasonable restraint of trade, which is
much more difficult to demonstrate. Earlier, there was a
common presumption that an IPR conveyed market
power. Under the IP Guidelines, the patent law, and
most modern case law, that presumption is no longer
valid, however.32
A tie can be created not only by express agreement
but also by conduct. For example, in C.R. Bard, Inc. v. M3
Systems, Inc.,33 the court found that modifying a patented biopsy gun so that only the patent holder’s needles
can be used with the gun effectively imposed a tie.
For intellectual property, a finding of a tie may have
repercussions beyond antitrust. If a court finds a tie-in
violation of the antitrust laws, then there is also a misuse of the patent, in which case the patent holder cannot enforce the patent against any infringer at all, until
the misuse has been purged.
The existence of an impermissible tie may arise in the
context of patent pools and package licenses. In the copyright area, the block booking of movies is still a source of
tying claims. In those cases, a film distributor requires
movie theatres to book less desirable films from the distributor in order to exhibit a potential blockbuster.
The initial question in evaluating a tie is the business
reason for the tie. If separate IPRs are involved, are they
blocking or complementary IPRs so that it is as a practical matter not feasible to use only one of the IPRs
without also using the other? If the IPRs are complementary or blocking, then there is a substantial business
reason for the tie.
If the IPR is tied to something that is distinct and
not needed to use the licensed IPR (or, if needed, could
be obtained elsewhere), then the analysis focuses on the
The Computer & Internet Lawyer • 13
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IPR holder’s market power.The market position of the
tying technology may be insignificant, or there may be
several competing technologies, in which case the tie is
not a per se violation of the antitrust laws and also
unlikely to be deemed an unreasonable restraint on
trade. This may be the case especially with new and
untried technology, which the holder might package
with other items to increase its attractiveness to potential licensees.
If the tying technology is the dominant technology,
however, then the tie may result in an abuse of market
power. In the context of patents particularly, counsel
should monitor the situation over time. A patent that
may not have any market power when first licensed
may have substantial market power when the license is
up for renewal.
Counsel should also examine the impact of a tie
involving IPR with substantial market power. The
extent of the exclusion of other suppliers of the tied
item from potential customers is an important factor.
The tie may deny competing suppliers significant access
to the marketplace, if their likely customers are buying
the tied item from the IPR holder (and not from them)
because of the customers’ need for the tying IPR.
Package Licenses
A package license might be characterized as a tie in
which both the tying item and the tied item are intellectual property rights. The licensor bundles several
patents and/or technologies into one license.
The key question concerns the need for such a package license.What are the relationships among the technologies that are bundled in the package? Are they
complementary technologies that must be used together to make a complete product or service? Are they
basic and improvement technologies that should be
used together to produce state-of-the-art results?
If there is no need to have the technologies in one
package, then the question is what is the business need
for the package. A more appropriate arrangement may
be separate licenses for each of the patents or technologies in the proposed package. The arrangement might
otherwise be susceptible to challenge as a tie-in
arrangement offensive to the antitrust laws, particularly
if the tying technology has market power.
The reasoning of LePage’s Inc. v. Minnesota Mining and
Manufacturing Co.,34 regarding the antitrust analysis of loyalty rebates and discounts, suggests that courts may construe certain royalty structures as creating package licenses.
Patent Pools
“Patent pools” are packages of technologies from
more than one source.Two or more technology owners
14 • The Computer & Internet Lawyer

may license their technologies to each other, with the
right to sublicense to others. Alternatively, they may
license their technology to a third party that will sublicense the pooled technology to others.
Participating in pools is not uncommon, especially in
the high-tech and standard setting contexts. Pools are
often pro-competitive and expedite the exploitation of
technology.They may facilitate the integration of complementary technologies, reduce transaction costs, clear
blocking positions, and avoid costly infringement litigation. Yet, the creation and administration of a patent
pool can pose serious antitrust risk as pools may restrict
competition among the contributors of IPR to the
pool, in markets downstream from the pool, and may
also dampen innovation. Technology owners and their
counsel must carefully consider key elements of the
pool, such as purpose, scope, administration, and control
of the flow of competitive data among pool members.
The first key question is the purpose of the pool.
Often the purpose explains the need to have all the technologies in a pool to provide common access to licensees.
If the separately owned technologies in the pool are
blocking or complementary technologies, then a pool
may be the only practical way to exploit these technologies. Otherwise, a license of only one of the technologies
involved may have little value, since the licensee would
not have assurance of access to the other needed technologies, along with the licensed technology.
The technology owners should review each of the
pooled technologies to determine whether it must be
in the pool to fulfill the pool’s purpose. If the pool has
only purpose-oriented technologies, such as to produce
a particular good or service, then the pool is probably
pro-competitive; it enables a stronger offering to potential licensees and access to the market for the owners of
the technologies. In that case, even if the pool will be
the only source of such a package of technologies, its
creation is unlikely to be anti-competitive.
If the pooled technologies are not complementary
or do not consist of a basic technology and its improvements, then the technology owners should evaluate the
business reasons for creating the pool. If in fact the
pooled technologies are substitutes for each other, so
that they are really competing technologies and practicing one of them will not infringe on any of the others, the better approach may be for the technology
owners to compete for licensees and license their technologies independently. The pool may include more
technology than is warranted. If the duplicative technologies cannot be fully used on a standalone basis,
however, but must be combined with other technologies that are available only in the pool, that may justify
including those duplicative technologies in the pool.
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One approach may be to have technology owners
contribute all technologies to the pool on a nonexclusive basis and to remove the duplicative technologies from the pool.The owners of the duplicative technologies can then license them in competition with
the pool, perhaps in a competing pool together with
complementary technology that other owners had
contributed to the pool on a non-exclusive basis.
The federal antitrust agencies have favored the use of
third-party technical experts to determine which technologies should be included in the pool, and some major
patent pools have been organized with such a system.35
Antitrust concerns with pooling arrangements are
amplified if the parties are actual or potential competitors outside the pool, in the area that is covered by the
pool. This is especially problematic if the competitors
hold significant market positions.
Counsel should review restrictions on the contributors to the pool for their potential impact. Are the
licenses of technology to the pool exclusive so that the
technology owners may not license the technology
directly to others? Are the technology owners free to
develop improvements without being required to contribute those improvements to the pool? If technology
owners must license improvements to the pool, what
will be the terms of such a license? Counsel should also
review any collateral agreements relating to the pool.
The parties should have clear business reasons for
agreements that relate to the functioning of the pool.
The parties also need to carefully arrange for the
administration of the pool.The better approach may be
to have a third-party administer the pool and negotiate
with licensees and establish terms and royalties. The
policy of the pool should be to make licenses generally available to all financially qualified applicants and to
charge royalties that are related to the particular package of technologies licensed.Antitrust exposure may be
lessened if the pool charges royalties that are small
relative to the value of the downstream products incorporating the pool’s IPR. The parties also should
consider tie-in implications and limit grant-back
requirements. Firewalls among pool participants and
the pool may be appropriate to limit data flows and
activity coordination to that which is needed for the
functioning of the pool.
Finally, the parties should consider the pool’s impact
on future innovation.What might be the impact of the
pool, as structured, on the incentives to continue to
develop new technology in the area?
Cross-Licenses
Unlike the other situations discussed in this article,
there is a two-way technology flow in a cross-licensing
Volume 21 • Number 9 • September 2004

situation. The parties in a cross-license license their
respective technologies to each other.
As in other situations in which more than one IPR
is involved, a key issue is the need for the cross-license.
Does each of the parties need the technology of the
other in order to fully use its own technology? Are the
parties’ technologies blocking each other so that each
cannot use its own technology without infringing upon
the other’s rights? Are the parties’ technologies complementary so that neither can bring a product or service
to market without having access to the other’s technology? Is one party’s technology an improvement on the
other’s so that the first cannot use its technology without infringing on the other’s rights, but the other cannot provide a competitive product or service without
the first’s improvement? In these types of situations, a
cross-license may be the only practical way of enabling
the parties to fully exploit their technologies.
On the other hand, if the parties do not need both
sets of technologies in order to fully exploit their own
technology, then the question must be asked why there
is the linkage of the technologies in a cross-license.
Separate and independent licenses of the parties’ technologies might be more appropriate.
License Restrictions Generally,
Particularly in Networks of Licenses
Just as licenses can benefit the exploitation of intellectual property and consumer welfare, restrictions in
licenses can be pro-competitive by enabling the efficient and effective exploitation of intellectual property
rights and preventing free riding.Therefore, courts generally test most license restrictions under the reasonableness standard. For example, field of use restrictions,
limiting the licensee’s right to practice the licensed IPR
to a particular industry, customer group, or product
type, are common and generally do not violate the
antitrust laws. In many situations, such as an agreement
by the licensee not to challenge the validity of the
licensed patent36 or restrictions on resale of a patented
product,37 patent concerns may be greater than antitrust
concerns.
For most license restrictions, a key question is
whether the restriction enables the licensor to exert
control beyond the scope of the patent. Therefore, the
restriction should be reasonably related to the licensed
IPR. If there are questions about the competitive
impact of restrictions, the parties should consider who
might bring a claim and what alternatives exist.
Some license restrictions are per se violations. Counsel
should advise clients against attempting to dictate the
terms, particularly prices, at which licensees sell products
under the license.38 Less often, the parties may attempt to
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restrict the terms at which the licensor will license to
others, a practice that counsel should discourage.
Counsel also should evaluate a network of licenses
with licensees who compete with each other to ensure
that they do not actually effectuate a cartel among the
licensees, using the licensor as a hub and conduit. It may
be reasonable for a licensor to impose exclusive territory and output limitations on its licensees in order to
exploit its intellectual property rights most efficiently
and effectively. If other licensees have requested that the
licenses include such limitations, however, then the
licenses are suspect.
Counsel should explore the business reasons for the
terms of the license as well. A party may achieve the
same business goals with alternative license terms that
are not so suspect under the antitrust laws. For example, if the concern is that the licensee may sell the
licensed product at such a low price that a percentage
royalty will yield little revenue for the licensor, then the
parties may agree to a royalty equal to a minimum dollar amount per unit or a percentage of the licensee’s
revenues, whichever is greater.
Exclusivity
Although exclusivity is common in licenses, it can
lead to antitrust concerns. The courts determine
whether a license is exclusive by reviewing its substance
and how it is actually implemented, not by how the
parties label it. The courts test an exclusive license
under the rule of reason.
Exclusive License
It is common that a licensor will agree not to license
others in a specified area, be it geographic, use, or customer group, and not to practice the IPR itself in that
area. With this exclusivity, the licensee has the security
of knowing that it is the only holder of the IPR in the
area and can devote its best efforts to exploiting the
IPR without concern about free riders. Exclusive
licenses are generally acceptable under the antitrust laws
if other potential licensees have similar technology that
they can license from others or if the exclusivity is
unlikely to have significant impact on prices or output
levels in the market generally, even if specific competitors may be adversely affected. In most situations, courts
view exclusive licenses as simply substituting the licensee for the licensor in the marketplace and therefore not
changing the competitive landscape.
Moreover, refusals to license generally do not violate
the US antitrust laws.39 In the rare case in which the
licensor controls IPR that is an essential input for some
products or services, an exclusive license might be vulnerable under the essential facilities doctrine.40
16 • The Computer & Internet Lawyer

A court also may view an exclusive license as the
acquisition by the licensee from the licensor of the
IPR. The scope and terms of the license (such as a
license of all rights under a patent for the remaining life
of the patent) may have the effect of a transfer of the
IPR for all practical purposes. In such a case, Clayton
Act Section 7, 15 U.S.C. § 18, would determine
whether the transaction is an acquisition that may tend
to lessen competition or create a monopoly.
An exclusive license may raise concern under Section
7 if the licensor and licensee are actual or potential competitors in the area of the IPR and there are few other
competitors in that market. An exclusive license in that
context may result in the exit from the market of one of
the few competitors, leaving the market even more concentrated, and thus may violate Section 7.
Similarly, an exclusive license may raise concern if
the licensee is already the owner or exclusive licensee
of a substantial amount of competing technology so
that the acquisition of the licensed IPR may result in
the licensee holding much of the IPR in the area. In
United States v. Biovail Corporation,41 Biovail manufactured and sold the drug Tiazac. When Andrx
Pharmaceuticals, Inc., developed a generic version of
this drug and certified to the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) that it did not infringe any
patents, Biovail entered into an exclusive license with
DOV Pharmaceuticals, Inc., for a patent covering a
unique formulation of the active ingredient in Triazac.
Biovail then attested that this patent covered the
approved formulation of Tiazac, which prevented the
FDA from granting final approval to Andrx’s generic
equivalent and forced Andrx to defend its product.
Thus, Biovail’s exclusive license raised substantial barriers to entry into the market and gave it the power to
exclude competition. Biovail entered into a consent
decree with the FTC that required it to return part of
the rights to the DOV Pharmaceuticals patent and prohibited it from taking any action that would trigger
additional statutory stays on final FDA approval of a
generic form of Tiazac.42
In many collaborations, particularly in the biotechnology area, licensing parties may couple exclusive IPR
licenses with an investment by the licensee in the licensor. These licensing arrangements may trigger the
pre-merger notification requirement under the HartScott-Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act of 1976, 15
U.S.C. § 18a, depending on the sizes of the parties and of
the transaction.
Exclusive Dealing
“Exclusive dealing” occurs when the license restricts
the licensee from obtaining similar or competing techVolume 21 • Number 9 • September 2004
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nology from others or from developing its own IPR in
the area. Such a license provides incentive to the licensee to focus on the licensed IPR and comfort to the
licensor that the knowledge transferred to the licensee
may not benefit the licensor’s competitors.
The parties should consider whether the unavailability of the licensee due to exclusive dealing would substantially restrict the access of other IPR holders to the
market. If the licensor has a network of exclusive dealing licenses so that many licensees are restricted from
dealing with similar or competing IPR holders then
there might be such a restrictive effect on the marketplace.
This was the situation in the first Microsoft case, in
which the per unit license fee that Microsoft charged to
computer manufacturers regardless of whether the
Windows operating system was actually installed on a
particular computer effectively foreclosed other operating systems from being installed on computers produced by those manufacturers. Therefore, the other
operating systems were kept out of the market.43 The
government’s position turned on the substance of the
arrangement, not the form; the government focused on
the impact of the fee structure and not the characterization of the relationship by the parties.
If an agreement will foreclose the participation of the
competitors of either the licensee or the licensor from
the marketplace as a result of the exclusivity, then the
parties should consider possible antitrust complaints and
the practical alternatives to the proposed arrangement.
Co-Exclusive Licenses
A “co-exclusive” license is midway between an
exclusive and a non-exclusive license, in the sense that
the licensee is sharing rights only with one other entity. In many cases, this occurs when the licensor reserves
the right to compete with the licensee but agrees not
to license any other licensees. In other cases, the licensor grants two licensees the same rights.
One recent case highlights a pitfall in drafting colicenses with two licensees. In Cook Incorporated v. Boston
Scientific Corp.,44 Angiotech granted co-exclusive licenses to Cook Incorporated and Boston Scientific
Corporation to produce and market stents that are
coated using Angiotech’s patented technology with
medication for the treatment of arteriosclerosis. A single license document conveyed these worldwide exclusive rights to Angiotech’s technology. None of the parties could assign its rights or obligations under the
agreement without the prior consent of the others.
Cook contracted with a third party, Guidant, to handle obtaining regulatory approval for its stents and to
sell its stents. Boston Scientific notified Cook that it
Volume 21 • Number 9 • September 2004

considered Cook’s arrangement with Guidant a breach
of the license agreement and issued a press release to
that effect. Cook filed an action seeking a declaratory
judgment that it was not in breach of the Angiotech
license and alleging that Boston Scientific had violated
the Lanham and Sherman Acts by sending the notice
letter and issuing the press release.
On a motion to dismiss Cook’s Sherman Act claim,
the Northern District of Illinois ruled that the
Angiotech license agreement might be concerted action
that violates the antitrust laws if Boston Scientific’s interpretation of it was correct. Cook alleged that Boston
Scientific’s interpretation of the license rendered it a
horizontal restraint of trade by giving Boston Scientific
a veto over the arrangement that Cook, Boston
Scientific’s competitor, had with Guidant to produce
stents. The court ruled that Cook had stated a claim,
even though Cook would have invalidated the license it
received from Angiotech if it were to prevail.
The court ultimately decided the case on unrelated
grounds. The fact that Cook’s complaint withstood a
motion to dismiss demonstrates that there are significant antitrust risks in following Angiotech’s approach in
licensing its intellectual property rights, however.
This case provides some lessons. First, it may be wiser
not to embody multiple licenses to different licensees in
one document that is executed by all the parties. It is entirely possible that Angiotech’s intent was that it, and only it,
would have the right to approve the actions of its licensees
and not that the licensees would have the right to review
each other’s activities. The parties may have included the
consent clause in question without taking full account of
the fact that both licensees were signatories.
Second, it is wiser not to grant licensees the right to
veto the activities of other licensees. Such a veto
arrangement creates a situation in which competitors
can restrict each other’s activities. The licensor can
retain a right of approval over the licensee’s sublicense
arrangements, however.
Finally, this type of situation can arise in the context
of licenses involving know-how, copyrights, or trademarks, and so parties should exercise care in each of
these licensing contexts. All types of licensees feel that
they have an interest in the activities of other licensees
and want to have some powers over those activities.
With the possible exception of franchise licenses, in
which specific state statutes may control, it is better not
to permit a licensee to have review rights over the
activities of other licensees.
Territorial, Use, Customer Restrictions
It is common to include in licenses restrictions on the
geographic areas within which the licensee may use the
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technology, the uses for the technology, and the customers of the products or services using the technology.
The general rule is that courts test such restrictions
under the standard of reasonableness. In particular, 35
U.S.C. § 261 provides that a patent holder may “grant
and convey an exclusive right . . . to the whole or any
specified part of the United States.”
When the licensor and licensee are competitors,
however, the parties must be careful that the restrictions
are not a horizontal allocation of markets in the guise of
a license à la Pilkington. Similarly, if a licensor has a network of licenses containing such restrictions with
licensees who are competitors of each other, the parties
must be careful that the licensor unilaterally imposes the
restrictions in its sole judgment as to how its technology should be exploited. The licensor should not be
reacting to requests from licensees for restrictions on fellow licensees or otherwise acting in ways that may facilitate a horizontal market allocation among its licensees.
The parties also should review whether the restrictions extend beyond the scope of the IPR licensed. For
example, in Pilkington, the license restrictions prohibited the licensees from using any competing technologies
outside of the licensed territories.
Resale Price and Output Restrictions
Under State Oil v. Khan,45 courts analyze maximum
resale price setting under the rule of reason, while minimum resale price fixing continues to be per se violative
of the antitrust laws.Therefore, it is generally permissible for a licensor to set the maximum prices at which a
licensee may sell products under a license.
The prudent course with respect to minimum resale
prices is to do no more than to suggest them.46 While
the Supreme Court had ruled in United States v. General
Electric Co.,47 that patent licenses were an exception to
the general rule against vertical price fixing, later decisions by lower courts have generally limited the applicability of that precedent to the extent that it would be
unwise to rely on it in counseling. The IP Guidelines
(§ 5.2) state that “the Department will enforce the per
se rule against resale price maintenance in the intellectual property context.”
Minimum output requirements are generally inoffensive under the antitrust laws, since they tend to
increase output and decrease price, both ordinarily procompetitive outcomes. Counsel should carefully review
maximum output restrictions, however. While the
courts have generally reviewed maximum output
restrictions under the reasonable standard, the IP
Guidelines (§ 3.4) include them within the category of
potentially per se unlawful license provisions when the
parties are actual or potential competitors.Although the
18 • The Computer & Internet Lawyer

licensor could have prevented any output at all by refusing to grant the license, the impact of a maximum output restriction is effectively the same as resale price
maintenance so that there is a significant basis for finding these restrictions questionable.
Grant Backs
It is also common to include in licenses grant backs
from the licensee to the licensor of improvements that
the licensee makes in the licensed IPR. There are usually good business needs for including grant backs. For
example, without the grant back, the licensor may have
put the licensee in business and enabled the improvement but might have put its own IPR at risk of obsolescence. Grant backs encourage licensors to offer IPR
to licensees who could improve the technology without fear that the licensee will make the IPR obsolete.
Grant backs that are non-exclusive generally raise no
questions under the antitrust laws. Antitrust exposure
becomes a concern, however, when the grant backs are
exclusive and the licensee is restricted from licensing
the improvements to others or from using it. Such
exclusivity is especially suspect if the licensor has a
network of licenses with an exclusive grant back
requirement. Counsel should review market conditions
to analyze the impact of the network.
Counsel also should evaluate the scope of the grantback requirement. Are all improvements on the licensed
IPR to be granted back to the licensor? Alternatively, are
only improvements in a particular area of use to be granted back? What use may the licensor make of the granted
back IPR? What are the duration and scope of the grant
back? What sublicensing rights or royalties are involved?
The parties should also evaluate the impact of the
grant-back requirement on incentives to innovate. If
the grant back is too onerous on the licensee, it may
have no incentive to improve the licensed IPR, since it
may not reap enough of the fruits of its labors.The parties may consider some alternatives to grant backs, such
as an interest in any licenses that the licensee may grant
to others in the improvements.
Royalties
Terms regarding royalties more often raise misuse than
antitrust issues.48 Such issues may arise particularly in the
context of hybrid licenses involving more than one type
of IP right or when multiple patents are involved.
From the patent misuse perspective, the key is to
ensure that royalties are not attributable to patents past
their expiration. Post-expiration royalties are patent
misuse, although they are unlikely to be considered an
antitrust violation.49 In fact, such arrangements may be
pro-competitive, in permitting a lower or no royalty in
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the early years of a license, when the licensee may have
little cash flow and may still be just learning the technology, beginning to apply it and introduce it into the
marketplace. A license with a post-expiration royalty
provision can enable the licensor to recoup the delay in
return on the license by collecting royalties for a longer
period than the patent term.
For example, in the biotech area, the licensee may not
incorporate the licensed IPR into products but may use
the IPR to develop other products so that there may be
a lag of many years before any income is generated from
the use of the licensed IPR. One possible approach to
such a situation is to establish the royalty amount and
then to schedule deferred payments of that royalty.
Similarly when a license includes multiple patents,
there is no requirement under the antitrust laws to have
royalties that diminish as the patents under the license
expire; the earlier-to-expire patents may be of substantially less value than the later to expire. In such a case,
maintaining the same royalty rate throughout the term
of the license may merely reflect the true value of the
license. Nonetheless, the conservative approach is to
have royalties decrease as the licensed patents expire.
Differentiated royalties, when different licensees pay
different royalties, generally do not raise antitrust issues
unless the handicapping of licensees affects competition. Total sales royalties, in which the licensee’s total
sales of a product determine the royalty amount, regardless of whether the particular item used the licensed
IPR, may raise antitrust issues.50 The more prudent
course may be to clearly connect royalties to the use of
the licensed IPR.
Some Additional Considerations
Antitrust issues may have implications beyond the
antitrust remedies that are available to the injured party
if a party invokes the doctrine of patent misuse.
Antitrust concerns may also arise in litigation settings
involving IPR licenses or in the context of standards
development and/or implementation. The parties
should also consider foreign law implications when the
license has cross-border effects.
Misuse
Misuse may in some circumstances be a more important consideration than antitrust.That is because a court
may find misuse even when there is no antitrust violation51 and because misuse results in unenforceability of
the IP rights against the world and not just liability to
the other party in litigation.
Misuse is a form of the “unclean hands” doctrine
that developed in the patent context, most often in the
context of finding that the patent holder extended the
Volume 21 • Number 9 • September 2004

scope of the patent beyond its legal scope.52 Some
courts have extended it to copyright situations.53
“[P]atent misuse is not an affirmative claim, but rather
a defense that ‘results in rendering the patent unenforceable until the misuse is purged.’”54
Settlements
Parties to an infringement lawsuit frequently settle
their dispute with a license between the parties. While
one might think that an agreement approved by the
court in settlement of a lawsuit should be acceptable
under the antitrust laws,55 the federal enforcement
agencies, and some courts, are clearly not of that view.56
Therefore, counsel should analyze licenses entered
into as part of a settlement of a lawsuit involving IPR
in the same manner as any other license for antitrust
issues. In particular, counsel should evaluate the principal purpose of the license. A court may find that the
parties created a license principally to exclude competition and not merely to settle priority between the parties as to certain IPR.57
Standards Development
Another area in which antitrust implications may
arise is standards development.The activities of holders
of IPR essential to the implementation of a standard
may be subject to antitrust scrutiny, both during the
development of the standard and after the standard has
been adopted. At the development stage, standards
development organizations (SDOs) commonly require
all participants to disclose any IPR that may be essential to the development of a standard and to agree to
license the essential IPR on reasonable and non-discriminatory terms to enable compliance with the standard. It is unclear as to the extent to which the SDO
may negotiate the precise terms of such licenses with
the IPR holder.There may be antitrust and other implications of a possible failure to disclose IPR essential to
a standard and of the royalty structure and other terms
that the holder of essential IPR demands in licenses to
enable compliance with the standard.
In In the Matter of Rambus Inc.,58 the Federal Trade
Commission (FTC) claimed that Rambus had violated
Section 5 of the FTC Act by participating in the work
of an industry standards-setting organization, JEDEC,59
without disclosing that it possessed a patent and several
pending patent applications that covered technologies
ultimately adopted in some JEDEC standards.According
to the FTC, Rambus perfected its patent rights and, once
the standards had become widely adopted, enforced
those patents against companies manufacturing products
in compliance with the standards.
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The Administrative Law Judge dismissed the FTC’s
claims because it had not demonstrated (1) that the
challenged conduct amounted to a pattern of anticompetitive acts and practices, (2) exclusionary conduct, (3)
intent, (4) causation, (5) anticompetitive effects, or (6)
that manufacturers needed to use Rambus’ technology
to comply with the standard.60 The matter is under
appeal to the full FTC. Regardless of the ultimate outcome of this case, Rambus makes it clear that, if a party
abuses the standards-setting process to restrain trade,
there is real risk of liability under the antitrust laws.
Foreign Law
When a party to a license is from outside the United
States, counsel should review foreign law also. In some
cases, the foreign law that may be relevant may take a more
restrictive view of permissible IPR license relationships.
For example, in the European Union, the Technology Transfer Block Exemption (TTBE)61 exempts from
the EU competition law strictures only certain forms of
bilateral licensing agreements but not any multilateral
agreements. Therefore, all patent pools may violate
Articles 81 or 82 of the EC Treaty. The Technology
Transfer Guidelines provide some relief from that threat
by applying the principles contained in the TTBE to
multiparty arrangements. Nonetheless, both the TTBE
and the Guidelines are generally much more restrictive
than the current state of US law as to permissible terms
in licensing arrangements, ranging from exclusivity to
field of use to royalties terms.62
Similarly, the line of cases from Magill63 through Oscar
Bronner64 and now to IMS65 reflect a much more skeptical approach to refusals to deal than that of US courts
and much greater willingness to embrace the essential
facilities doctrine and compulsory licensing. In IMS,
IMS Health Inc. sued NDC Health Corp. for copyright
infringement of IMS’s “1860 brick structure” to collate
pharmaceuticals sales data. IMS had developed the
brick structure in the 1970s in collaboration with drug
retailers, dividing Germany into 1,860 geographic areas
containing drugstores. Pharmaceuticals sales data in
Germany has since been generally gathered and analyzed according to the 1860 brick structure. NDC
claimed that the brick structure was in fact an industry
standard and that IMS had violated EU competition
law by refusing to license it to NDC. Ultimately, the
European Court of Justice held that, if the brick structure is “indispensable” to such marketing data studies, it
is a violation of EU law to refuse to license the brick
structure if the prospective licensee intends to use the
brick structure to offer:
new products or services not offered by the copyright owner and for which there is a potential con20 • The Computer & Internet Lawyer

sumer demand; the refusal is not justified by objective considerations; the refusal is such as to reserve
to the copyright owner the market for the supply
of data on sales of pharmaceutical products in the
Member State concerned by eliminating all competition on that market.66
The implications of this ruling on standards, particularly
de facto standards that incorporate IPR, may be severe
since it raises the prospect of compulsory licenses.
Other jurisdictions, from South Africa67 and Japan68
to China,69 also take a harsher view than the US courts
generally of refusals to deal, including refusals to license
intellectual property, in the context of what are deemed
to be essential facilities. These foreign courts are
inclined to define essential facilities much more broadly than US courts have.70
Conclusion
The types of transactions involving the licensing of
an IPR are as varied as the rights that are the subject of
the licenses. It is crucial to examine each transaction
involving an IPR in sufficient detail to determine the
substance of the arrangement. Within the fact-specific
analysis, however, there are some constants.What is the
business reason for and business context of the deal?
What exactly is the arrangement that the parties are
contemplating? What is the competitive impact of the
transaction? Learning to pose these questions and carefully weigh the answers will help put you and your
client on the right road.
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